
I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2781-At this time, Elora had regained her manner of an Overlord while
wearing her

armor.

She heard the entire conversation between David and Lu an.

She saw Sylvio and the others arriving, so she was about to speak.

Unexpectedly, Sylvio did not give her a chance.

“Elora, go!”

“Sylvio, but…” Elora looked into the void worriedly.

That was the direction David and Lu an had just left.

“It’s ne! David lured Lu an away to create time for us. We will only affect his

battle with Lu an if we stay. We cannot participate in a battle of this level at all,

so we can only stay away from the battle eld and let David ght without

restraints,” Sylvio said hurriedly.

“Okay! Let’s go then!” Elora thought for a while and agreed.

Although restored, she did not have the strength to participate in the battle. It

was a battle not even Sylvio could partake in.

The four left quickly.

Boom!

A deafening sound could be heard.

Immediately afterward, a huge force swept through the void.

The planet where Elora and others were just now was instantly turned into

ashes by this force.

Sylvio and the others felt the horror from the shockwave of the battle.

They looked at each other, shocked beyond words.

Fortunately, David had lured Lu an away so that they could escape quickly.

If they were too close, the consequences would have been serious.

On the battle eld, the battle between David and Lu an had just begun.

The loud noise just now was a blow with all Lu an’s strength after he went

berserk, and it was also a blow to vent his anger.

It was so immensely powerful.

One blow immediately destroyed a third of David’s clones.

One could see just how powerful it was.

There was a huge difference in strength between Lu an before and after he

went berserk.

Before going berserk, it took him time to destroy twenty clones.

Now, just one blow suf ced.

However, Lu an could not do an attack of this magnitude just because he

wanted to.

He needed a certain amount of time to accumulate the energy before he could

release it.

Otherwise, he would attack a few times in a row. By then, it would be useless

even if David had a hundred clones.

Moreover, it was a big burden on Lu an’s body, which had not recovered from

his injuries.

Of course, David would not allow Lu an to use more powerful attacks.

While controlling the remaining clones to ght Lu an, he summoned more

clones to ll the empty positions.

At the same time, he was also paying attention to the time in his head.

He wanted to wait until Elora and the others were gone before giving Lu an the

ultimate blow, the partial Heavenly Overlord clones’ self-destruction.

However, he would have to wait a while.

The self-destruction of dozens of clones was no joke.

It was de nitely much more powerful than Lu an’s blow.

Now was the time to hone your combat experience.

Boom! Boom! Boom!

David’s main form was controlling the clones to ght Lu an from far away.

He did not dare let Lu an get close to his body.

Lu an was a Heavenly Overlord, so it would be easy for him to kill David

immediately.

Once his main form died, his clones would naturally dissipate.

Fortunately, after Lu an went berserk, he seemed unable to think rationally

about any strategies.

Instead, he would just ght tirelessly and tear the enemy in front of him into

pieces.

This gave David a chance to hone his skills.

David swung the Evil-Splitting Sword he was holding, and a red sword force

hundreds of kilometers long slashed towards Lu an in the distance.
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